Lexis+ provides students and practitioners exclusive access to leading practice area resources, such as Matthew Bender® treatises and Practice Centers. Click on the links below to tap into the highly regarded and heavily accessed legal and news sources for your practice area needs.

**Moore's Federal Practice®—Civil**—Moore's Federal Practice is the backbone of any federal litigator's library. Comprehensive and authoritative, it is written by the judges, lawyers and professors who write and amend the Federal Rules. The 31 volumes include the full text of the Federal Rules, along with extensive commentary and analysis of the rules and cases interpreting the rules. This edition of the publication also incorporates analysis of the latest case law developments and rule amendments that have become effective in the past year.

**The Wagstaffe Group Practice Guide: Federal Civil Procedure Before Trial**—This guide is a multiplatform, multimedia resource on federal civil procedure before trial. It consists of a three-volume practice guide, along with a Current Awareness component to keep users current on the latest developments, with analysis of the latest cases and videos on developing issues. This groundbreaking title also features videos embedded within the content, so users can read and see the answers to their questions.

**Federal Litigation Guide**—Federal Litigation Guide is authored by top federal litigators, and provides invaluable practical guidance on the strategy and tactics involved in handling a civil case in the federal courts. This federal civil litigation practice guide consists of 50 chapters covering federal civil procedure, from the filing of a complaint through trial and appeal. Emphasis is placed on practice-oriented information and outline format to make information easily accessible.

**Federal Civil Procedure Litigation Manual**—This manual offers a practical guide to the intricacies of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, utilizing a rule-based approach. Each rule is individually annotated with insightful commentary, additional supporting authorities and recent significant cases.

**Bender's Federal Practice Forms®**—Bender’s Federal Practice Forms provide a timesaving starting point for drafting litigation-related documents. Our collections include thousands of expert-drafted forms for pleadings, motions, discovery requests, jury instructions and other litigation documents. These forms are cross-referenced to our authoritative treatises and practice guides for further analysis of the law.

**Art of Advocacy**—These resources expertly and clearly address and direct the reader through each aspect of the litigation process, from discovery to appeal.

**Lexis+ Practice Centers**

To access all Lexis+ Practice Centers: Under the search box, go to **Explore**, click **Practice Area**, then click **View our Practice Centers**.
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**Federal Civil Litigation Practice Center**

---

**Lexis+ Law School Doctrinal Pages**

**Civil Procedure Doctrinal Page**